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Lorem Ipsum

An exhausted love is born when immortality drains passion and thought.
Immortality, the impending death of the shortly lived passion.
When this occurs, the path changes, otherwise the couple rot and wallow
in reality’s constant waves of breathless moments. Deeper as one goes into
the funnel of love, they get lost, confused, wary of the particular
exposition their deep soul will dwell. It is a long way down, and a longer
way out. Inescapable madness in the pit of the heart, head, way out. Inescapable madness in the pit of the heart, head, 
a heinous horror to experience, no matter if the first, second, or last moment.

exhausted love
by elora



naive love
by elora

Tiny holes in your arms, black lungs, 
and a failing heart, your soul is half goods 
and half gone, and the devil caresses it like 
a fawn; with God’s Will of course, so are 
you drowning in confusion? Frustrated that 
the love of the CREATOR could ever be so 
naively fought; only felt when younaively fought; only felt when you
surrender that love, and then never 
experience the real thorned rose.



carbone de l'amour
by elora



waiting for the impossible
it breeds a contempt so phenomenal
a proximal death in misery's labyrinth
the confusion never subsides
yet due for renewal

teeth chatter so cold a heart made
killing time and your pkilling time and your presence fades
possibly the death of the lamb

was the only love felt for a thousand tries
glamorous the maze rises when love
reigns with death and demise

loveless
by elora



filth and grime swallow your whole desire
from the dirt below youu created an empire
desert in the gallows for a maiden
so bright her eyes and mind alike
she is now your beloved swine;

impaled by a spike
a heart so heavy weighs with a heart so heavy weighs with rot

rotting love and desire is your dinner caught

rotting love
by elora
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